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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	D/AE	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	AE	D/AE	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	X	X	X	D1	D2	DE
Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Units blindly attacking unrevealed defenders at what turns out to be less than 1:5 are instead eliminated.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Defender may continue to retreat up to 3-(Dn) hexes.  (EX:  So on a D1, up to 2 more.)
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Some or all Defenders MAY be voluntarily withdrawn a maximum of 3 hexes, if Defender chooses.  Attacker may then be able to D1-D3 Advance if hexes vacated.
·	X = Exchange.  Defending units whose factor-modified defense factors are at least equaled by attacking units' factors are Eliminated along with those attacking units.  Surviving attackers may advance as for D1 result.  Defending units surviving an actual exchange suffer a D result instead.  Factor-bonused defending units are lost first - fortresses last.  Exchange is not mandatory but if chosen must be as large as possible within that restriction.  The attacker may instead opt for a "-" - no effect on either side - result and must do so if he lacks attacking factors necessary to exchange away even just the first defending unit eligible to be exchanged.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.

General Rule:  All UnDisrupted defending armies adjacent to any attacking units in a given phase must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a river hex-side when the original target is on the same side of the river as the attackers.  Furthermore, Undisrupted defender's corps (and korps) adjacent to attackers which are attacking an UnDisrupted friendly army also adjacent to them, must be attacked.  Attacks may be cancelled, unless they are required by previous attacks.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  Also, a stack of defending units is attacked one odds column higher, if half of the defending units' total defense factors are Disrupted.  Disrupted units retain any defensive factor bonuses.  
Units are recovered from Disruption at the indicated point in the opposing player's Operational Movement Phase, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if a "-" or AE results from the attack/combat, the defending units are recovered from Disruption as the un-attacked units were.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.

Cavalry vs. Machine Guns:  For cavalry participating in an attack, a "-" result becomes an AE and cavalry must be lost first (unless another unit would come closer to the required loss) in any eXchange.  (See Example 1.)


"Zones of Control (ZOCs)” - Hexes adjacent to units.  (See also unoccupied enemy ZOCs’ effect on supply.)
An operationally moving unit is required to stop when it enters a hex adjacent to an enemy army, Disrupted or not, or a hex adjacent to a hex with 2 UnDisrupted enemy corps.  A unit may make a special 1-hex move out of one enemy unit’s ZOC and into a different enemy unit’s ZOC.  A unit may not move (1 hex, directly) from one Enemy ZOC to another EZOC of the same enemy-occupied hex if that contains:  an enemy army even if it has been Disrupted, or 2 Undisrupted enemy corps, or a single Undisrupted enemy corps if that would entail crossing a river or the French/German border.  A unit is otherwise not required to stop when entering the ZOC or passing through the ZOCs of a single enemy corps.
A unit may make a special 1-hex move from one ZOC to another of the same enemy units of any size or condition, if moving onto a hex already occupied by a friendly unit.
A fortress's ZOC does not stop enemy movement, but it can block supply unless the ZOC is occupied by an enemy unit.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D and D2 and D3->DE. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.

Retreat Routes must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, not through enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units, and no closer to the enemy units which attacked. If possible, they must also be away from the attackers' hexes, although if not possible that doesn't eliminate them.  Defending units may not retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked, even if the hex being moved into is occupied by a friendly unit.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.  Units Disrupt friendly units of equal strength, if they are forced to retreat through them.  “Edge of the World”:  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard are eliminated.
 
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
On a DE or D3 or D2 combat result cavalry units may tactically advance up to 2 hexes, except in Mud.  Other units may advance only 1 hex.  All units may only advance 1 hex on a D1 result, unless the defender voluntarily retreats farther.
The last hex of advance entered may be other than the defender’s retreat route, as long as the defender‘s original defended hex is entered by units at least equal to the defender‘s modified defensive factor value. As long as that requirement is met by other units, a tactical advance could also be (only) 1 hex into an empty hex adjacent to the defended one, unless prevented by  ZOC restrictions.  On a DE combat result units may tactically advance regardless of EZOCs, as long as the first hex entered is the defended one.

OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT:
·	A cavalry unit has a basic Operational Movement Factor (OMF) of 3, a German or British army or German infantry korps an OMF of 2, and all other units an OMF of 1.  The OMF is reduced by 1 for German units during their Operational Breakthrough phase, even in Mud. 
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 movement factors for any unit, with restrictions.  A unit does not get the OMB if it is going to attack.  It also does not get it if it vacates - leaves empty - the ZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy army or would move (or has moved) from one ZOC to another of the same UnDisrupted enemy corps.  If it uses the OMB to enter the ZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy army unit, the unit is itself Disrupted, unless moving onto an UnDisrupted friendly unit already there.  It may receive the OMB without Disruption if moving into the ZOC of a Disrupted enemy army unit (as long as, again, it doesn't attack).
·	German Operational Breakthrough:  The German player may move and attack with some units and then after those battles have been resolved move and attack with any of his units which have not yet moved.  Breakthrough units' operational movement is reduced by 1, but they still get the OMB.

"STACKING" LIMITS AND GERMAN ARMY BUILDS AND BREAKDOWNS:   There may be 3 units in a hex.  Of these, not more than 1 may be an army unit.  This restriction applies during operational movement - that is, for example, an army may not move into/through a hex already occupied by an army at that instant - or during post-combat retreat or retreats.
  3 UnDisrupted German korps moved onto a hex may be combined into a 3-factor army, but that immediately becomes Disrupted.  4-factor German armies may not be re-constituted.  German armies may be broken down into an equivalent number of korps at any time, if there are sufficient eliminated (including voluntarily eliminated) korps to do so.

REPLACEMENTS AND REINFORCEMENTS:.
·	Replacements:  Each turn, the French and Germans receive 1 replacement factor per turn.  A factor may be saved until a later turn to replace a lost army.  Lost cavalry, British, and Belgian units may not be replaced.  Generally speaking, replacement units (re-)enter the game face up and Disrupted.  French replacements enter on Paris.  They may also enter on western or southern mapboard edge hexes within France that are not occupied by German units or are not ZOCs of German units not already occupied by friendly Allied units.  German replacements enter on any hex in Germany.  A player may voluntarily eliminate or downgrade - see the Supply rules below - any of his own units at the start of his Replacement Phase.  Neither the French nor the Germans may receive replacement units more than 4 factors per turn.
·	The Taxicabs of Paris:  If Paris is in supply and any German unit is within 3 hexes of either Paris hex, then 2 of the replacement units entering the game on Paris are NOT Disrupted.  Furthermore, the first time/turn this occurs, the French receive 1 additional Alarme! replacement point.  The taxis stop if German units pull back outside the 3 hex range but can resume if a German unit is again within it.
·	Allied Reinforcements:  The French 6th Army enters the game Disrupted on either Paris hex in Gameturn 2 and the 9th Army in Gameturn 4.  If the Germans  invade Belgium, the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) and British Cavalry sail from Dover to disembark Disrupted in an English Channel port on the Continent; otherwise, they will not be in the game.  (The British units can return to Dover, if they start the Allied player-turn in a Channel port.  If Disrupted when they attempt to leave, there is a 50% chance they fail to sail.)
Voluntary elimination:  An player may voluntarily eliminate one of his own infantry korps or armies at any time.

FORTRESSES, ENTRENCHMENT, AND TERRAIN EFFECTS: 
·	Fortresses:  Fortresses have an intrinsic defensive strength factor, printed in them.  Additionally, those factors can add 1 or 2 (as listed, if matched) defense factors to any infantry unit(s) on them.  Fortresses cannot be Disrupted, but they are (permanently) eliminated by an X, D2, D3, or DE combat result.  They can be eliminated by a D1 as well, if an enemy army was involved in the attack, and the defender did not give No Retreat! orders.  If an enemy army was not among the attackers, a D1 is treated as an "-", and the fortress is not taken, although defending units on it will be retreated if No Retreat! orders were not given.  (See Example 2.)  Both Paris hexes are fortresses.  Brussels (I 10) is not a fortress.  See also the Supply rules.  Dot towns are for geographical/historical reference only. 
·	Entrenchment:  If it isn't moved and doesn't attack, an UnDisrupted army can be Entrenched and receive 1 additional combat factor on defense.  The entrenchment is lost if its army is attacked and suffers any Disrupting combat result or if the army moves off of it.  Unrevealed French and German armies (only) are entrenched at the start of the game.
·	French/German Border:  Defending units' basic/original combat factors are doubled behind it, unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the border as the defenders.  (Other bonuses are added on after French/German Border doubling.)  See also possible ZOC-induced movement restrictions.
·	Cross-River Attacks:  Are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the river as the defenders.  See also possible ZOC-induced movement restrictions.
·	Forests:  Any one infantry unit defending in a forest hex receives 1 additional combat factor on defense.
·	Swamp:  From each adjacent hex, only 1 unit may attack units defending in the swamp.  Only 1 unit may attack from the swamp.
·	Netherlands (L11 and L12):  Neither German nor Allied units may move or retreat through or attack Holland.

(NOVEMBER MUD) WEATHER EFFECTS:  
·	Movement: is now limited to 1 OMF for all units, plus the normal OMB of 2.
·	Combat:  All attacks in November Mud are reduced an(other?) column in the combat odds.

SUPPLY: 
·	For the French and British, a supply line is from a western or southern (within France) mapboard hex or a Channel port. For the Belgians it is from Antwerp or one of those other Allied supply sources.  For the Germans, it is from an eastern mapboard edge hex. A supply line cannot be traced through (or from) an enemy-occupied hex or an unoccupied hex adjacent to an enemy army, untaken enemy fortress, or UnDisrupted enemy, unless occupied by a friendly unit, or an undestroyed  friendly fortress hex.
·	.  Units out of supply at the moment of the beginning of their movement may only move 1 hex and are Disrupted.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status for combat is determined at the moment of the attack (or defense).
·	Units out of supply during the owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase (SSDP) are Disrupted.  Already Disrupted units out of supply during the owning player's SSDP are eliminated, except that Fortresses (including Paris and Antwerp, of course) can indefinitely host out of supply units equal to their intrinsic factors, albeit those units are Disrupted.  In the owning player's Replacement Phase, an army may be permanently downgraded to - replaced by - a 1-factor infantry corps ... for survival on an isolated 1-factor fortress or any other reason.

SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN:  
·	The Allied Player sets up first - French units in France, the Belgian Army in Belgium (Disrupted), and the BEF and Br CC in Dover - with all units face down.  One of the 6 dummies may begin in Belgium, if the Allied Player wishes.
·	Mata Hari:  The German spy Mata Hari may now seduce as many French and Belgian Army staff officers as German Intelligence wishes and she can.  The German Player selects an unknown (face down) unit and rolls the die.  If the result is a 1, Mata Hari is apprehended - en flagrante, peut-etre - and executed.  On any other result, the unknown unit is flipped face up and revealed.
·	The German Player then sets up his units on the German side of the border (including in Luxembourg), with all units and dummies face down.
·	Regarding hidden units and dummies:  A hidden (upside down) unit is revealed the instant it attacks or is moved.  In the case of a dummy marker, it is revealed if an enemy unit becomes or is adjacent to it, unless it is stacked with a real unit or (if not) across the Franco-German border.  A revealed dummy marker is permanently removed from the game and a revealed unit remains so.

VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
·	The Germans receive 1 Game Point (GP) for each hex of Paris occupied, in supply, at the end of the game, and they can win the game immediately if all Paris is occupied and in supply, unless there is an Allied unit in Germany (in supply or not).
·	At the end of the game, the Germans receive 1 GP for having Paris surrounded and out of supply, if both hexes have not been taken.
·	At the end of the game, the Germans receive 1 GP if they have taken and have in supply any 2 of the following 3 French fortresses:  Verdun, Nancy, and Epinal. 
·	
·	
·	If any of the conditions above are met, the Germans additionally receive 1 GP for eliminating (by DE or eXchange) the BEF army unit.  They also get a 50% chance of receiving this GP if the BEF is still in Belgium or France when the Germans win the game immediately as described above.  (See the rule under Replacements about how the BEF can sail back to England.)
·	The Allies receive 1 GP if the Germans have received none.
·	The Allies receive 1 GP if they can trace a supply line from France into an Allied-occupied Antwerp.
·	The Allies receive 1 GP if any Allied unit is in Germany and in supply in the final Allied Victory Determination Phase.
·	Whoever has the most Game Points wins - if neither does, it's a draw.  An advantage of 1 GP is an Historic Victory.  2 GPs is a Smashing Strategic Victory, and 3 GPs is a World Changing Victory.

GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. German Player-Turn 
·	1. Replacements.  (If still alive, Mata Hari may continue her intrigues.)
·	2. Operations:
·	a. Operational Movement and Attack Allocations
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Allied units not being attacked
·	c. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat.  Previously Disrupted attacked Allied units which are not re-Disrupted are recovered to Allied control.
·	d. German Operational Breakthrough:  Steps a. and c. (but not b., for the Allies) may be repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked.
·	e. Allied Victory Determination
·	f. Supply Status Determination Phase for German units
·	B. Allied Player-Turn
·	1. Allied Reinforcements and Replacements.
·	3. Operations:
·	a. Operational Movement and Attack Allocations
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked
·	c. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat.   Previously Disrupted attacked Allied units which are not re-Disrupted are recovered to German control.
·	d. Supply Status Determination Phase for Allied units
·	e. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.
A unit may additionally be tactically moved after a successful attack it has participated in or in retreat during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.
Also Note:  For the Germans during their player-turn, as long as attack obligations for attacks at any given moment of attack are met, the German Player may move and attack in the initial phase with some units and then (if a hole in the enemy line is opened, for example) move and attack in a second phase with other unused units.  (Game-turns represent 10 days, but battles were usually for one or two of the days therein.)  However, the OMF for units moving in a second phase is reduced by 1.

UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations: 5th A = 5th Army; 4. K = 4th Korps; 6. C = 6th Corps; Br CC = British Cavalry Corps.
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.  A slash indicates cavalry.
·	Unit Factor:  The single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.
 


EXAMPLES:

1.  A 3-factor German army and 1-factor cavalry corps attack a 2-factor French army at 2:1, and the German Player rolls an eXchange combat result.  Although the general rule states that cavalry must be lost first in an eXchange, the loss of the German army comes numerically closer to the required loss than the loss of first the cavalry and then the army too, so only the army is required to be lost.

2.  The German 1st Army and 2 infantrie korps and the German 2nd Army and 2 infantrie korps move into hexes L10 and K9, respectively, to attack Liege and the (Disrupted) Belgian Army, which was placed there by the Allied Player during the setup.  The German Player asks the Allied Player if the Belgian Army is under No Retreat! orders.  If it is, then Liege will be defended with a strength of 6.  It will lose the defensive shift of the river, because the Belgian Army (and its fortress bonus of 2) is Disrupted and at least half of the total defending strength, making it a 2:1 attack.  Of course, this would mean the Belgian army would be eliminated (and Liege lost) on a combat result of D2 - 1 or 2 on die roll index A or 5 or 6 on B.  The eXchange cost to the Germans would be 6 factors.
If no No Retreat! order is given to the Belgian Army, the defending strength would be a (still-half-Disrupted 3:1, increasing the chance of losing the fortress (and hex) but not losing the Belgian army (at least in this turn).  The eXchange cost would be 4 factors.
If the Belgian Army were not on Liege, the attack would be a 6:1 dropped to a 5:1 because of the river which would promise a 5/6s chance of eliminating the fortress.

